
Re:

VERMONT ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD
10 V.S.A. $ 6001 et seq.

Stokes Communications Corp.,
Land Use Permit #3R0703-EB
(Light Shield Revocation)

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER

This decision pertains to a petition to revoke a permit which authorizes a
broadcasting and telecommunications tower (“Tower”) in Randolph for failure to
timely and completely install certain light shields. As explained below, the
Environmental Board (“Board”) concludes that the light shields at issue were installed
late. However, Board is unable to conclude that the light shields, as installed, do not
achieve a substantial reduction in the direct visibility of the lights as required by the
permit. Consequently, the Board denies the petition to revoke.

I. BACKGROUND

On July 6, 1992, Stokes Communications Corp., (“Stokes”) and Idora Tucker
(“Tucker”) applied for an Act 250 permit (“Application”) to replace a 120 foot
broadcasting and communications tower with a 300-foot tower (“Project”) on lands
owned by Tucker in Randolph (“Site”). On August 25, 1992, the District #3
Environmental Commission (“District Commission”) granted the Application subject to
condition (“Commission Permit”). On September 22, 1992, Pierre LaFrance, Richard
Theken, Bryant Smith, Elizabeth LaFrance and Joan Sax (“Petitioners”) appealed the
District Commission’s decision to the Board.

On December 13, 1993, the Board issued a permit for the Project subject to
conditions (“Permit”). Re: Stokes Communications Corp., #3R0703-EB,  Permit,
(December 13, 1993). Condition two of the Permit provides:

On or before February 18, 1994, the Permittees shall install devices on
the lights of the tower to shield them, in accordance with the
Permittees’ proposal described in Findings of Fact and Conclusions of
Law #3R0703-EB.  Such light shields shall achieve at least a substantial
(75-90 percent) reduction in the direct visibility of the lights, not
including light reflected or refracted by fog, clouds, or precipitation,
below the horizontal plane of the lights.

(“Light Shield Condition”). Id.

On April 8, 1994, Stokes and Tucker appealed the Board’s December 13, 1993
decision to the Vermont Supreme Court challenging, inter alia, the Light Shield
Condition. Additionally, Stokes and Tucker filed a motion for stay of the Board’s
December 13, 1993 decision pending the appeal. On June 1, 1994, the Board granted
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a stay pending the Supreme Court’s decision in the appeal (“Board Stay”). On July
21, 1995, the Supreme Court affirmed the Board’s December 13, 1993 decision. In
Stokes Communications Corporation, 6 Vt. Law Week 210 (1995).

During August and September of 1995, the Petitioners and Stokes, through
filings with the Board and District Commission, attempted to identify the Board’s light
shield installation deadline.

On October 11, 1995, the Petitioners filed a petition to revoke the Permit
(“Petition”). The Petition is based upon two grounds: (a) failure by Stokes and Tucker
to submit a timely and complete amendment application to the District Commission;
and (b) failure by Stokes and Tucker to comply with the Light Shield Condition.

In Stokes Communications Corp. and Idora Tucker, #3R0703-EB, (Revocation)
Memorandum of Decision (December 6, 1995),  the Board ordered two separate and
distinct revocation proceedings in response to the Petition: one pursuant to 3 V.S.A 6
814 to address whether or not Stokes and Tucker have failed to submit a timely and
complete amendment application to the District Commission and the other pursuant to
EBR 38 to address whether or not Stokes and Tucker have failed to comply with the
Light Shield Condition.

On December 15, 1996, the Petitioners filed a Motion for Judgement on
Revocation or in the Alternative Motion to Dismiss for Mootness (“Motion”). The
Motion was based upon the ground that Stokes and Tucker had failed to install the
light shields.

The 3 V.S.A. 8 814 hearing regarding the amendment application occurred on
December 20, 1995 in Montpelier. ’ Immediately thereafter, Board Chair John T.
Ewing convened a prehearing conference in the instant matter. The following
individuals and corporations participated in the prehearing conference:

Stokes by John R. Ponsetto, Esquire;
Bell Atlantic NYNEX Mobil by Jon Anderson, Esquire; and
Petitioners by Gerald R. Tarrant, Esquire.

On January 9, 1996, the Board decided not to revoke the Permit for failure by
Stokes and/or Tucker to submit a timely and complete amendment application to the
District Commission.
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On December 20, 1995, the Petitioners filed a Petition for Party Status.

On February 6, 1996, Chair Ewing issued a Prehearing Conference Report and
Order (“Report and Order”) in which he, among other things, granted party status to
each of the prehearing conference participants and set forth the issues herein. There
were no objections to the Report and Order.

During late February and early March, 1996, the parties filed prefiled testimony
and exhibits. On March 18, 1996, Chair Ewing convened a second prehearing
conference by telephone during which time the parties and the Chair discussed
evidentiary objections and a site visit and agreed upon a postponement of a merits
hearing until a later date agreed upon by the Board and parties.

On April 10, 1996, the Board conducted a merits hearing in Montpelier. All of
the prehearing conference participants participated in the hearing. Mr. Theken
represented himself.

On May 21, 1996, the Board conducted a site visit. Each of the parties
participated in the site visit. The site visit began at 8:45 p.m. The evening was clear.
The Board entered a description of the site visit into the record of the instant matter on
May 22, 1996 and deliberated immediately thereafter. The parties waived all notice
requirements concerning the May 22, 1996 hearing. At the conclusion of its
deliberations, the Board gave drafting instructions to staff. On June 12, 1996, the
Board deliberated on a draft decision presented to it by staff. This matter is now
ready for decision.

II. ISSUES

A. Whether or not Stokes and Tucker have violated the Light Shield
Condition.

B. If the Board finds that Stokes and Tucker have violated the Light Shield
Condition, whether or not the Board should give Stokes and Tucker a reasonable
opportunity to correct the violation prior to any revocation order becoming final.

C. If the Board finds that Stokes and Tucker have violated the Light Shield
Condition and that Stokes and Tucker should have a reasonable opportunity to correct
the violation prior to any revocation order becoming final, what are the necessary steps
for correction or elimination of the violation that the Board should impose upon Stokes
and Tucker?
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III. FINDINGS OF FACT

1. After the Supreme Court’s decision in In re Stokes
Communications Corporation, 6 Vt. Law Week 210 (1995) and the
Board’s decision in Stokes Communications Corp. and Idora Tucker,
#3R0703-EB, (Revocation) Memorandum of Decision (December 6,
1995),  Stokes and Tucker were required to install the light shields on or
before February 12, 1996.

2. The light shields were installed on March 11, 1996 -- 28 days
after the February 12, 1996 light shield installation deadline.

3. Stokes and Tucker violated the Light Shield Condition by
installing the light shields 28 days late.

4. As required by the Federal Aviation Administration, three light
units are on the Tower.

5. One light unit -- a flashing red beacon -- is located at or near the
top of the Tower (“Beacon”).

6. The Beacon is an L -864 red beacon. It is 31.7 inches tall. It
contains two 600 watt bulbs. On bulb is mounted in the top of the
Beacon, and one bulb is mounted in the bottom of the Beacon.

7. If one bulb in the Beacon burns out, the other bulb in the
Beacon will, most likely, continue burning.

8. Much of the Beacon’s glass lens is rippled to maximize
horizontal and minimize vertical light transmission.

9. Two narrow strips of the Beacon’s glass lens are not rippled.
These unrippled strips are located on those portions of the Beacon’s lens
which are adjacent to the two bulbs inside the Beacon.

10. Two light units -- steady burning red lights -- are located at or
near the mid-point of the Tower (“Middle Units”).

11. The Middle Units are L-810 obstruction lights. When one of the
Middle Units is obscured by the Tower, the other one should be visible
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to aircraft. Each Middle Unit contains one bulb.

12. The light shields were designed by Steven Langlais, a civil
engineer employed by Defresne-Henry, Inc. of Springfield, Vermont.
Mr. Langlais is an expert in aviation engineering.

13. All of the three light shields are bowl-shaped. They are
approximately 48 inches in diameter at the base -- their narrowest point
__ and 54 inches at the top -- their widest point. They are made of light
weight aluminum and are somewhat wind resistant. When installed,
each light shield resembles an inverted lamp shade.

14. The light shield installed on the Beacon has a series of fixed
louvers which are angled to and do obscure light radiating toward the
ground. These louvers resemble the “fins” of a Venetian blind. The top
louver extends to 3.5 degrees below the horizontal plane of the Beacon.

15. The light shields installed on the Middle Units are similar in size
and composition to the light shield installed on the Beacon. However,
the light shields installed on the Middle Units do not have a series of
louvers.

16. Richard Theken  lives approximately 600 feet from the Tower.
The elevation of his residence is approximately 20 feet lower than the
elevation of the base of the Tower.

17. Light emanating from the Beacon and Middle Units is visible
from Mr. Theken’s residence. It is impossible to tell with the “naked
eye” whether or not this light is direct visible light.

18. Pierre LaFrance lives approximately 1,400 feet from the Tower
in the Lake Champlain Campground in Randolph. Light emanating
from the Beacon and Middle Units is visible from the campground. It
is impossible to tell with the “naked eye” whether or not this light is
direct visible light.

19. Mr. Theken and Mr. LaFrance did not perform any testing or
measurements to quantify the amount of light, direct or indirect, which
emanated from the Beacon or Middle Units before light shield
installation.
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20. Mr. Theken and Mr. LaFrance have not performed any testing or
measurements to quantify the amount of light, direct or indirect, which
emanates from the Beacon or Middle Units after light shield installation.

21. Direct light is unrefracted or unreflected light. Direct light can
only be seen when the light source generating the light is unobstructed
from view.

22. Indirect light is refracted or reflected light.

23. If a light source such as a light bulb is entirely obstructed from
view, such a light source does not produce for the viewer any direct
visible light. Any light visible to the viewer from such a light source is
indirect light.

24. One can not see any direct light emanating from the Beacon
while situated on the “Town Garage” property.

25. The further away from the Tower one moves, the more direct
light from the Tower one can see. Conversely, the closer to the Tower
one moves, the less direct light from the Tower one can see.

26. While travelling on Interstate 89, one can see direct and indirect
light emanating from the Tower.

27. It is impossible to quantify, based solely upon a “naked eye”
viewing, just how much direct or indirect light one is seeing when
looking at the Tower from any location.

28. It is impossible to quantify, based solely upon a “naked eye”
viewing, the percentage reduction in the direct visibility of the lights
due to the light shields from any location. Such a determination would
require a technical comparison of the light units post-light shield
installation with the light units pre-light shield installation. The Board
has not conducted such a comparison.
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IV.

1.

CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Motion

Neither 10 V.S.A. $ 6001 et seq. nor the Board’s Rules enable the Board to
issue summary judgement. Consequently, the motion for judgement portion of the
Motion is denied.

Likewise, the motion to dismiss portion of the Motion is denied. The
Petitioners filed the Petition. The Petition is the vehicle by which the Board will
consider compliance with the Light Shield Condition. Upon dismissal of the Petition,
no such vehicle would exist and the Board could not evaluate compliance with the
Light Shield Condition.

Further, the motion to dismiss portion of the Motion lacks merit as a matter of
law. The Board must determine if the light shields were installed. If the light shields
have been installed, the Board must determine when installation occurred. Based upon
when the light shields were installed and other factors, the Board must determine
whether or not to impose “curative” measures. See EBR 38. This matter is not moot.

2. Revocation

The Board may revoke a permit in the event of violation of any conditions
attached to the permit or the terms of any application, or violation of any rules of the
board. 10 V.S.A. 9 6090(c). This statutory authority is further defined by
Environmental Board Rule (“EBR”)  38(A)(2) which, in part, authorizes, but does not
compel, the Board to revoke a permit if the applicant or successor in interest has
violated the terms of the permit or any permit condition, the approved terms of the
application, or the rules of the board. EBR 38(A)(2)(b). In most instances, the Board
must give the permit holder an opportunity to cure a violation prior to any order of
revocation becoming final. EBR 38(A)(3). However, the Board need not grant such
an opportunity if the violation presents a threat of irreparable harm to public health,
safety, or general welfare or to the environment or if the permit holder is responsible
for repeated permit violations. Id.

3. Standard of Review

In a revocation proceeding, the burden of proof is on the party petitioning the
Board for revocation. See Putnev Paper Co.. Inc., #2W0436-6-EB, Findings of Fact,
Conclusions of Law, and Order at 11 (February 2, 1995). Further, the Board is
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reluctant to revoke a permit when doubtful or uncertain about the grounds for
revocation. Stokes Communications Corn., #3R0703-EB  (Amendment Application
Revocation) Memorandum of Decision at 9 (March 20, 1996). ,

4. Compliance

A. Timely Installation

Stokes and Tucker installed the light shields after the Board’s light shield
installation deadline. As a consequence, Stokes and Tucker violated the Light Shield
Condition.

The violation did not, at any time, present a threat of irreparable harm to public
health, safety, or general welfare or to the environment. However, Stokes and Tucker
are responsible for repeated permit violations. 2

The light shields have been installed. The violation is cured. Despite its
authority to do so, the Board will not, in this matter at this juncture, retroactively deny
Stokes and Tucker an opportunity to cure the violation. 3

B. Substantial Reduction

The Light Shield Condition provides in relevant part:
“Such light shields shall achieve at least a substantial (75-90 percent) reduction in the
direct visibility of the lights, not including light reflected or refracted by fog, clouds,
or precipitation, below the horizontal plane of the lights.” The Petitioners contend that
the light shields as installed have not achieved the necessary reduction in the direct
visibility of the lights below the horizontal plane of the lights.

’ On December 13, 1993, the Board found that Stokes and Tucker had violated
the Commission Permit in several ways. Re: Stokes Communications Corp., #3R0703-
EB, Appeal and Revocation, Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law, and Order
(December 13, 1993).

Board Chair Ewing and Board members Gibb, Nawrath, Page, and Thompson
joined this particular aspect of this decision. Board members Wright, Harding, Bruce
and Day dissented from it.
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The Petitioners did not present evidence quantifying the direct visibilitv of the
lights below their horizontal plane either before or after light shield installation.
The Petitioners have not determined the percentage of direct light visible, from either
the Beacon or the Middle Units after installation of the light shields. Indeed, such a
determination is impossible for a layman to make with just the naked eye, as
demonstrated by the Board’s site visit.

Stokes’ aviation engineering expert, Steve Langlais, testified that the light
shields complied with the Light Shield Condition, and that the percentage of direct
light shielded below the horizontal plane of the Beacon is at least 75 percent and the
percentage of direct light shielded below the horizontal plane of the Middle Units is
100 percent, Although, on cross-examination, he acknowledged that his observations
were within a one mile perimeter, nevertheless his testimony was that the design
characteristics would achieve the required percentage while also being consistent with
airplane safety.

Without substantial, credible evidence demonstrating that the light shields, as
installed, do not reduce by 75-90 percent the direct visibility of the lights, not
including light reflected or refracted by fog, clouds, or precipitation, below the
horizontal plane of the lights the Board cannot conclude that the light shields do not
comply with the Light Shield Condition. The Petitioners have not met their burden of
proof in this matter.
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V. ORDER

1. The Motion is hereby DENIED.

2. The Petition is hereby DENIED.

Dated at Montpelier, Vermont, this Ist day of July, 1996.

ENVIRONMENTAL BOARD

-“i

Arthur Gibb
Steve Wright*
Marcy Harding*
Rebecca M. Nawrath
Robert G. Page, M. D.
Larry Bruce, Esquire*
Rebecca Day*
Anthony Thompson

As discussed in Section IV, Paragraph 4, subparagraph A of this decision,
Board members Wright, Harding, Bruce and Day would revoke the permit without
affording Stokes an “opportunity to cure” due to repeated permit violations. However,
they concur with all other aspects this decision.
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